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Abstract Control plane load stems from burst control
packets which need to be transmitted end-to-end over the
control channel and further processed at core nodes of an opti-
cal burst switching (OBS) network for reserving resources in
advance for an upcoming burst. Burst assembly algorithms
are generally designed without taking into consideration the
control plane load they lead to. In this study, we propose traf-
fic-adaptive burst assembly algorithms that attempt to min-
imize the average burst assembly delay subject to burst rate
constraints and hence limit the control plane load. The algo-
rithms we propose are simple to implement and we show
using synthetic and real traffic traces that they perform sub-
stantially better than the usual timer-based schemes.
Keywords Optical burst switching · Burst assembly
delay · Burst assembly algorithms
1 Introduction
Optical burst switching (OBS) has been receiving increasing
attention as an alternative transport architecture for the next-
generation optical Internet in academia and also in industry
[9,12,14]. There are several features of OBS that make it a
viable technology. First, in OBS, data travels through the net-
work in the form of relatively long bursts and all-optically.
A number of client packets are assembled into a data burst
at the edge of an OBS network while the following are taken
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into consideration: (i) increasing burst lengths helps relax
optical switching-speed requirements, (ii) reducing burst
lengths also reduces delays stemming from burst assembly. A
second principle of OBS is the separation of the control and
data planes where the data plane is all-optical but the con-
trol plane can be optical-electronic in the sense that control
packets are processed electronically at the core nodes. Once
a data burst is formed at the edge device, the ingress node
prepares a control message on behalf of the data burst and
transmits it in the form of a burst control packet (BCP) over
the control plane towards the egress node. The BCP carries
information about the data burst, such as its length, desti-
nation, arrival time, etc. A receipt of a BCP by a core node
initiates a configuration of the node by means of reserving
resources for the burst when available. On the other hand, the
data burst is transmitted over the data plane after an offset
time which has to be at least as long as the sum of the per-hop
processing times that the corresponding BCP will encounter.
In a typical OBS network with no buffers, the end-to-end
delay of a single packet is composed of a fixed propagation
delay and the sum of the offset time and the burst assem-
bly delay, the minimization of the latter forming the scope of
this study.
Various burst assembly algorithms have been proposed to
aggregate a number of client packets (such as IP packets) into
data bursts. Typically, an ingress node maintains per-desti-
nation queues to store client packets awaiting burstification
that are destined for a specific destination. Multiple instances
of a burst assembly algorithm are run for each of these
queues which decide when the packets in the queue should
be aggregated into a burst and sent out. Other variations are
also possible in which multiple queues are maintained for
each destination, one for each QoS-class and different burst
assembly algorithms may be run for each of these queues.
Such scenarios are left outside the scope of this article.
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Four classes of burst assembly algorithms are available in
the literature, namely timer-based, size-based, hybrid (timer-
and size-based), and dynamic threshold-based algorithms. In
timer-based burst assembly [5], a timer is started once a client
packet arrives at an empty burst assembly buffer. This timer
expires after a period of duration T (in units of s) by which
time all packets awaiting in the burst assembly buffer are
aggregated into a burst and sent out. The timer parameter T
is typically chosen as the largest allowable delay due to burs-
tification. Moreover, a lower burst length Bmin (in units of
bytes) can also be imposed so that padding is used if the num-
ber of bytes awaiting in the buffer upon timer expiration is
less than Bmin. The second class of algorithms are size-based
and when the assembly buffer size reaches or exceeds a size
parameter B then all packets in the buffer are aggregated into
a burst [15]. Clearly, B should be set to a value larger than the
lower limit Bmin. However, these two classes of burst assem-
bly algorithms have their problems of their own. Size-based
algorithms suffer from excessive delays especially when the
traffic load is light. On the other hand, under heavy traf-
fic load, timer-based algorithms experience a longer average
delay than size-based algorithms. The third class of algo-
rithms, namely hybrid timer- and size-based algorithms, keep
track of the assembly buffer occupancy, as well as the time
since the arrival of the first packet into the assembly buffer.
A representative algorithm in this class is proposed in [16]
in which an upper burst length limit Bmax (in units of bytes)
is imposed on the pure timer-based scheme. In this proposal,
if the buffer occupancy is to exceed Bmax before the timer
expires, a portion of the awaiting packets are aggregated into
a burst immediately without having to wait for the timer to
expire. The final class of algorithms are based on the use
of dynamic thresholds, where either the timer parameter T
or the size parameter B or both are adjusted dynamically
[2,11]. Recently, various methods using dynamic thresholds
have been proposed in [4,8,13].
The assumptions we have for the burst assembly problem
studied in the current article are given below:
(a) We focus on burst assembly algorithms whose average
burst generation rates (both short- and long-term rates)
are upper bounded by a desired burst rate parameter
called β (in units of bursts/s). We have two main goals
with this approach. First, β determines the frequency of
BCPs traveling on the control channel and by adjusting
β, one can control the control plane load in the system
and thus limit BCP queueing delays due to processing.
Second, a fair comparison of two burst assembly algo-
rithms is only meaningful when their average burst rates
are the same since algorithms with higher burst genera-
tion rates are to naturally outperform others in terms of
burstification delays.
(b) We impose lower and upper burst length limits Bmin and
Bmax in units of bytes as in [16].
(c) Given the above two constraints, our goal is to devise a
burst assembly scheme that minimizes
– the average packet delay DP which is defined as the
average of all packet delays in the assembly buffer,
or
– the average byte delay DB which is defined as the
weighted average of all packet delays where the
weights are taken to be packet lengths in units of
bytes. A burst assembly algorithm that attempts to
minimize DB needs to keep track of packet lengths
as well.
(d) Finally, we seek a model-free algorithm which is also
simple to implement. If the traffic statistics were known,
one can obtain an analytical solution as in [7] but gen-
erally burstifiers do not have a good understanding of
the statistical properties of the traffic streams they need
to process. Moreover, traffic is generally unpredictable
which leads us to use traffic-adaptive assembly algo-
rithms.
In this study, we mainly focus on the reduction of the
delays DP and DB that are caused by the assembly process
and we develop two dynamic threshold-based algorithms
each of which attempts to minimize one of these two delay
parameters under a burst rate constraint β. We then compare
our results to those obtained with conventional timer-based
schemes under realistic traffic and packet length distribu-
tion scenarios. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Sect. 2, we present an overview of existing timer-
based and size-based algorithms. The two algorithms we pro-
pose are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides numerical
results concerning the performance evaluation of existing and
proposed algorithms under different traffic scenarios. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes this article.
2 Burst assembly algorithms
In this section, we will first present three conventional burst
assembly algorithms, the first two being timer-based, and
the third one being size-based. We will then present the two
algorithms we propose.
2.1 Timer-based min-length burst assembly
This basic algorithm is given as Algorithm 1. It is called
Timer-based min-length burst assembly algorithm, or in short
timer-min since the algorithm is timer-based and also the
minimum burst length limit is enforced. In this algorithm, the
inter-burst time is fixed to the timer threshold T which will be
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set to 1/β. The worst case delay then equals T and assuming
packet arrivals for burst i occur uniformly in the interval
((i − 1)T, iT ), the average packet delay is T/2 = 1/(2β).
This algorithm does not employ an upper limit Bmax on burst
lengths. The next algorithm attempts to modify the current
one by imposing an upper burst length limit.
Algorithm 1 timer-min
PARAMETERS:
t : timer value
T : assembly time window
i : burst index
pi (t): data accumulated for the i-th burst at timer value t (bytes)
Bmin: lower burst length limit (bytes)
ALGORITHM
t ⇐ 0 {initialize timer to zero}
if t = T then
if pi (t) ≥ Bmin then
pi (t) ⇐ 0 {send pi (t) as burst i immediately}
i ⇐ i + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
else
pi (t) ⇐ Bmin {increase the data size to Bmin with padding}
pi (t) ⇐ 0 {send pi (t) as burst i immediately}
i ⇐ i + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
end if
end if
2.2 Timer-based min-max-length burst assembly
This modified algorithm is given as Algorithm 2. It is called
Timer-based min-max-length burst assembly algorithm, or in
short timer-min-max, since the upper burst length limit Bmax
is also imposed. In this algorithm, when the data accumulated
for the i-th burst at time t , denoted by pi (t), at the epoch of
timer expiration exceeds Bmax then a maximum number of
packets whose packet length sum does not exceed Bmax is
sent out as burst i . Let B̂max denote the number of bytes sent
out. The remaining packets in the burst assembly buffer wait
for the next opportunity. In both timer-based algorithms, a
decision to assemble is made synchronously without paying
attention to the assembly buffer content. Worst case delays
are bounded when Bmax → ∞ and the burst rate requirement
β is inherently taken care of by setting T = 1/β. One of the
main goals of this study is to explore alternative methods that
would potentially benefit from asynchronous burst assembly
in terms of either average packet or byte delays.
2.3 Fixed threshold-based burst assembly
Assume that the average packet arrival rate to the assembly
buffer is known and is denoted by λ. Let us assume b = λ/β
Algorithm 2 timer-min-max
PARAMETERS:
t : timer value
T : assembly time window
i : burst index
pi (t): data accumulated for the i-th burst at timer value t (bytes)
Bmin: lower burst length limit (bytes)
Bmax: upper burst length limit (bytes)
ALGORITHM
t ⇐ 0 {initialize timer to zero}
if t = T then
if pi (t) < Bmin then
pi (t) ⇐ Bmin {increase the data size to b with padding}
pi (t) ⇐ 0 {send pi (t) as burst i immediately}
i ⇐ i + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
else if pi (t) ≥ Bmin and pi (t) < Bmax then
pi (t) ⇐ 0 {send pi (t) as burst i immediately}
i ⇐ i + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
else
pi (t) ⇐ pi (t) − B̂max {send B̂max bytes as burst i immediately}
i ⇐ i + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
end if
end if
is an integer. We can then use a burst assembly algorithm
that generates a burst every time b packets are accumulated
in the buffer. This strategy ensures a burst generation rate of
β. This assembly method will be referred to as fixed-thresh-
old. It is then crucial to know whether this policy is optimal.
Let us assume renewal inter-packet arrival times with mean
α. Let us use an arbitrary probabilistic policy that assembles
when bi packets are present with probability pi , 1 ≤ i ≤
N . To enforce a burst generation rate of β, we should have
∑N
i=1 bi pi = b. An arbitrary packet will then belong to a
burst with length bi with probability
bi pi
b , 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The





pi bi (bi − 1) (1)
It can be shown that the average delay is minimized with a
deterministic policy N = 1 that generates a burst every time
b packets are accumulated in the buffer. In this case
DP = α(b − 1)
2
(2)
which provides an expression for the optimum average
packet delay. For instance, if λ is 50,000 packets/s and β
is 1,000 bursts/s, then an optimal burst assembly policy will
be to wait for 50 packets to arrive for burst assembly. It is
very likely that the value b = λ/β may not be an integer.
Say the value b is in the form x + y where x is the integer
part of b and y is the fractional part where 0 < y < 1. The
optimal policy in this case is one which assembles packets
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when x packets are accumulated with probability 1 − y, or
when x+1 packets are accumulated with probability y. There
are several drawbacks of this dynamic threshold-based burst
assembly mechanism described above:
• The method is very sensitive to the average packet arrival
rate λ; a deviation of the estimate from the actual value
will lead to burst generation rates that differ from β.
• When the packet arrival process is a non-renewal pro-
cess, using a fixed threshold of b packets for burst assem-
bly would generate bursts at a long-term rate of β but
over relatively shorter terms, the burst rate constraints
can be violated leading to occasional problems on the
control plane. For this scenario, a need arises to employ a
dynamic-threshold algorithm to keep track of changes in
the arrival process so as to maintain the short-term burst
rate averages at a desired rate of β as well. This situation
appears to worsen with non-stationary traffic.
• When b packets are accumulated, most of these pack-
ets can turn out to be relatively large packets making the
total length exceed Bmax. It appears to be very difficult
to enforce in this algorithm the upper limit Bmax which
is in units of bytes. The lower limit can be enforced by
padding.
• Since the algorithm keeps track of only the number of
packets and not their lengths, this algorithm cannot dif-
ferentiate between packet and byte delays. If the focus is
the minimization of byte delays, then we should resort to
a modified algorithm.
Although a fixed-threshold-based burst assembly algo-
rithm has nice theoretical properties, we still seek a method
that is model-free, which is simple to implement, and which
keeps track of bytes for the purposes of enforcing the lower
and upper bandwidth limits as well as the minimization of
average byte delay in addition to average packet delay.
3 Proposed burst assembly algorithms
The proposed algorithms we propose do not require any prior
information such as the average packet arrival rate or aver-
age bit rate. Another strength of the proposed algorithms
is their simplicity as compared to other dynamic-threshold
algorithms. Next, we present these two algorithms.
3.1 Packet-based dynamic-threshold algorithm for burst
assembly
This algorithm (given as Algorithm 3) is an entirely packet-
based algorithm and it is referred to as dyn-threshold-packet
in short. In this algorithm, we keep track of the packet count
in the assembly buffer and we aim to minimize the average
packet delay due to burstification. The lower and upper burst
length limits are given in units of packets and they are denoted
by Lmin and Lmax, respectively. We also maintain a counter
called bucket to indicate the dynamic threshold used in our
burst assembly algorithm. Each time a packet, say packet k,
arrives at the assembly buffer, the bucket is decremented by
β times the inter-arrival time between packets k − 1 and k.
A decision for burst assembly is made only when the cur-
rent packet count exceeds the bucket value. When an assem-
bly decision is made, the bucket is incremented by one. To
enforce lower and upper burst length limits, the bucket is
allowed to take values in the interval [Lmin, Lmax − 1]. We
have also added an expiration time Tmax for a burst to meet
the worst case delay requirement. Even if the conditions for
a burst are not met in low traffic load, the expiration time
mechanism would force the generation of the burst.
Algorithm 3 dyn-threshold-packet
PARAMETERS:
i : packet index
j : burst index
β: desired burst rate (bursts/s)
L(i, j): data accumulated for the j-th burst at the arrival epoch of the
i-th packet (in units of packets)
Lmin: lower burst length limit (in units of packets)
Lmax: upper burst length limit (in units of packets)
bucket : dynamic threshold
t : timer value
Tmax: burst expiration time
ti : inter-arrival time between the (i − 1)st and i th packets
ALGORITHM
if L(i, j) = 1 then
t ⇐ 0 {if the assembly queue contains 1 packet, start the timer}
end if
bucket ⇐ bucket − ti β {leak the bucket}
bucket ⇐ max (Lmin, bucket){enforce lower burst length limit}
if L(i, j) ≥ bucket then
L(i, j) ⇐ 0 {send L(i, j) as burst j immediately}
bucket ⇐ min (bucket + 1, Lmax − 1) {update bucket and
enforce upper burst length limit}
j ⇐ j + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
else if t ≥ Tmax then
L(i, j) ⇐ max(Lmin, L(i, j)) {increase the data size to Lmin with
padding if necessary}
L(i, j) ⇐ 0 {send L(i, j) as burst j immediately}
j ⇐ j + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
end if
3.2 Byte-based dynamic threshold algorithm for burst
assembly
This algorithm (given as Algorithm 4) is a byte-based algo-
rithm and it is referred to as dyn-threshold-byte in short.
In this algorithm, we keep track of the byte count in the
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assembly buffer and we aim to minimize the average byte
delay due to burstification. The reason for this is that cli-
ent packet lengths are variable; short and long packets are to
be treated differently since they contribute differently to the
overall byte delay. The lower and upper burst length limits
are given in units of bytes and they are denoted by Bmin and
Bmax, respectively. Similar to the dyn-threshold-packet algo-
rithm, we maintain a bucket to indicate the dynamic threshold
used in our burst assembly algorithm. Each time a packet, say
packet k, arrives at the assembly buffer, the bucket is decre-
mented by an amount in direct proportion with the inter-
arrival time between packets k − 1 and k with the constant
of proportionality set to κβ. A decision for burst assembly is
made only when the current byte count exceeds the bucket
value. When an assembly decision is made, the bucket is
incremented by κ . The parameter κ is the learning parameter
of the system. A large value of κ indicates an algorithm that
rapidly tracks changes in incoming traffic. However, when κ
is large, it is possible to occasionally deviate from the desired
burst rate β. The parameter κ should be chosen by taking into
consideration of these two effects. Unless otherwise stated,
we use κ = 1,000 in our numerical examples. To enforce
lower and upper burst length limits, the bucket is allowed to
take values in the interval [Bmin, Bmax − Pmax] where Pmax
denotes the length of the maximum-sized packet. The expi-
ration time Tmax is again used.
4 Numerical results
We will present our numerical results basically for two dif-
ferent types of traffic scenarios (i) synthetic traffic (ii) real
traffic traces. We will use synthetic traffic mainly to show sev-
eral theoretical properties of the burst assembly algorithms
mentioned above.
4.1 Synthetic traffic
We study in this section two synthetic traffic models, the first
one being the Poisson traffic model, and the second one being
the Markov Modulated Poisson process (MMPP) model [6].
MMPP is not a renewal process but instead a Markov renewal
process in which the successive inter-arrival times depend on
each other. MMPP-based traffic models capture auto-correla-
tion and they are commonly used in the modeling of Internet
traffic [10].
4.1.1 Poisson traffic scenario
We first assume that the input packet traffic is stationary Pois-
son with arrival rate λ (in units of packets/s). Under the burst
rate constraint dictated by β, we can calculate the threshold
and average packet delay for the threshold-based algorithms,
Algorithm 4 dyn-threshold-byte
PARAMETERS:
i : packet index
j : burst index
β: burst rate (bursts/s)
D(i, j): data accumulated for the j-th burst at the arrival of the i-th
packet (bytes)
Bmin: lower burst length limit (bytes)
Bmax: upper burst length limit (bytes)
Pmax: maximum packet length (bytes)
κ: learning parameter
bucket : dynamic threshold
t : timer value
Tmax: burst expiration time
ti : inter-packet time between the (i − 1)st and i th packets
ALGORITHM
if D(i, j) contains 1 packet then
t ⇐ 0 {start the timer}
end if
bucket ⇐ bucket − ti βκ {leak the bucket}
bucket ⇐ max (Bmin, bucket) {enforce lower burst length limit}
if D(i, j) ≥ bucket then
D(i, j) ⇐ 0 {send D(i, j) as burst j immediately}
bucket ⇐ min (bucket + κ, Bmax − Pmax) {update bucket and
enforce upper burst length limit}
j ⇐ j + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
else if t ≥ Tmax then
D(i, j) ⇐ max(Bmin, D(i, j)) {increase the data size to Bmin with
padding if necessary}
D(i, j) ⇐ 0 {send D(i, j) as burst j immediately}
j ⇐ j + 1 {increase burst counter}
t ⇐ 0 {reset timer}
end if
and the average packet delay for the timer-based algorithms.
As stated before, under these assumptions, the fixed thresh-
old which minimizes the average packet delay for the fixed-
threshold algorithm is given by b = λ/β. Recall that the
average packet delay of fixed-threshold is given by DP =
(b − 1)/(2λ) = 1/(2β) − 1/(2λ). On the other hand, the
average packet delay for the timer-min algorithm is 1/(2β)
as we mentioned earlier. The term 1/(2λ) is the reduction in
packet delays using a size-based algorithm that has a-priori
information on λ. In order to verify the results obtained above
and to compare them against the algorithms we propose, we
have designed a simulation scenario as given below:
– Packet arrival process is stationary Poisson with rate λ
that is varied from 5,000 to 50,000.
– Desired burst rate β is set to 1,000.
– Packet size distribution is taken from Table 1, which
uses the traffic traces from [3]. To clarify, the first row
of Table 1 suggests that 29.55% of all the packets have
lengths (in units of bytes) in the interval [32, 64) and
2171017 such packets are observed. For convenience, in
our simulations, we assume that with probability 0.2955,
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Table 1 Packet size distribution from [3]




































Fig. 1 Average packet delay of the three burst assembly algorithms as
a function of the arrival rate λ
an incoming packet has a discrete uniform distribution
in the interval [32, 64), with probability 0.2621, it has
a discrete uniform distribution in the interval [64, 128),
and so on. We believe that our synthetic method of gen-
erating packet lengths matches quite well with real traffic
traces. Unless otherwise stated, this packet size distribu-
tion method will be used throughout the numerical exam-
ples used in this paper.
– Simulation length is 1,000 s.
– Lower and upper burst length limits are not enforced.
Figure 1 compares the average packet delay of the three
algorithms timer-min, fixed-threshold, and dyn-threshold-
packet as a function of the arrival rate λ. As λ → ∞, the
average packet delay of fixed-threshold approaches to that
of timer-min validating the closed-form expressions stated
before. The average packet delay obtained by dyn-threshold-
packet follows very closely the curve of fixed-threshold for all
arrival rates. Note that dyn-threshold-packet does not assume
an a-priori knowledge of the arrival rate λ as fixed-threshold.
In Fig. 2, we also observe that dyn-threshold-packet achieves
a burst rate which is very close to β validating the burst rate
conformance of bucket-based algorithms.


























Fig. 2 Average burst rate obtained using the three burst assembly algo-
rithms as a function of the arrival rate λ








































Fig. 3 Average packet and byte delays (DP and DB) for the two algo-
rithms dyn-threshold-packet and dyn-threshold-byte as a function of the
arrival rate λ
We propose dyn-threshold-byte for the purpose of reduc-
ing average byte delays instead of packet delays. Average
packet and byte delays (DP and DB) for the two algorithms
dyn-threshold-packet and dyn-threshold-byte as a function
of arrival rate λ are given in Fig. 3, which shows that the
algorithm dyn-threshold-packet generates identical byte and
packet delays since this algorithm is not aware of packet
lengths. On the other hand, the length-aware algorithm
dyn-threshold-byte substantially reduces DB. We are led to
believe that one should use dyn-threshold-byte if the mini-
mization of byte delays are sought.
4.1.2 MMPP traffic scenario
We experiment a non-renewal inter-arrival scenario using
synthetic traffic. For this purpose, we use a two-state MMPP
to model client packet arrivals to the assembly buffer as
shown in Fig 4. In this model, λi , i = 1, 2 denotes the
arrival rate at state i . The average state holding time in
state i is denoted by Ti . Therefore, the transition rate from
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Fig. 4 State diagram of the




State 1 State 2
state 1 to state 2 (from state 2 to state 1) in Fig. 4 is
1/T1 (1/T2). The average packet arrival rate is denoted by
λ = (λ1T1 + λ2T2)/(T1 + T2).
The timer-min algorithm produces DP = 1/2β irrespec-
tive of incoming packet traffic characteristics. The fixed-
threshold algorithm assumes a-priori information on average
arrival rate λ and generates bursts each time b = λ/β pack-
ets are accumulated assuming integer b. The average packet



















λ1T1 + λ2T2 (3)
Let us now use another scheme called optimum that is aware
of the state which the MMPP is visiting. For the purposes of
optimal performance, this scheme generates bursts in state 1
(in state 2) when b1 = λ1/β (b2 = λ2/β) packets are accu-
mulated. Here, we again assume b1 and b2 are integers. The
burst rate of the optimum scheme is then equal to β irrespec-
tive of which state of MMPP is being visited. The average


















λ1T1 + λ2T2 (4)
It is not difficult to show that the two expressions in (3) and
(4) lead to identical average packet delay DP which can fur-






The second term above characterizes the reduction in aver-
age packet delay by using a size-based algorithm as opposed
to a timer-based algorithm. Note that this term is identical
to that of the Poisson traffic scenario. We therefore conclude
that the fixed-threshold algorithm provides optimum aver-
age packet delay but it suffers from fluctuations in the burst
rate. When the actual traffic rate exceeds the mean rate, the
burst rate of the fixed-threshold method exceeds the desired
burst rate β. Similarly, when the actual rate is lower than the
mean rate, burst rates are lower than β. On the other hand,
the optimum scheme produces optimal DP while maintain-
ing the burst rate at β at all times. However, it is very hard to
implement the optimum scheme since in this scheme, the traf-
fic model should be entirely available to the burst assembly
unit which should also accurately estimate the instantaneous
state of the MMPP. In order to study how the proposed algo-
rithms compare to these three algorithms, we experiment a
scenario where T1 = γ t and T2 = (1 − γ )t where t = 10 s,
0 < γ < 1 and λ1 = 5,000 and λ2 = 50,000 packets/s.
The lower and upper burst length limits are not enforced in
this experiment. We have tested the algorithms for three dif-
ferent values of γ = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 for each algorithm. Let
b∗i and β∗i , i = 1, 2 denote the average threshold value (in
units of packets) and average burst generation rate (in units
of bursts/s) while at state i . We provide b∗i and β∗i , i = 1, 2 as
well as the average packet delay DP using the fixed-threshold,
optimum, and dyn-threshold-packet algorithms as a function
of γ in Table 2. Note that the timer-min algorithm average
delay is fixed at 500µs for all examples. In the fixed-thresh-
old algorithm, the thresholds are fixed irrespective of the
state of the MMPP and therefore the burst rates in each state
deviate substantially from the desired burst rate although the
long-term burst rate is kept approximately at β. The opti-
mum scheme employs two separate burst assembly thresh-
olds depending on the MMPP state and burst generation rate
can therefore be set to β irrespective of the MMPP state.
The average packet delays for these two algorithms are very
close to each other as expected (see expression (5)). The pro-
posed dyn-threshold-packet algorithm performs very close
to the optimum method by adjusting properly the assem-
bly thresholds at each state so that the burst generation rate
settles at β and its delay performance is very close to the
Table 2 The values b∗i and
β∗i , i = 1, 2 and DP using the
fixed-threshold, optimum, and
dyn-threshold-packet algorithms
as a function of γ
Algorithm γ b∗1 b∗2 β∗1 β∗2 DP (µs)
Fixed-threshold 0.3 36.10 36.12 138.49 1384.04 486.26
0.5 28.13 28.12 177.74 1777.88 482.29
0.7 21.23 21.22 235.49 2356.44 476.71
Optimum 0.3 5 50 1000.53 999.96 486.53
0.5 5 50 999.95 999.86 481.70
0.7 5 50 1000.12 999.69 472.67
Dyn-threshold-packet 0.3 5.08 49.69 985.07 1006.20 486.94
0.5 5.04 49.56 991.09 1008.89 482.87
0.7 5.03 49.30 993.67 1014.27 475.46
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Fig. 5 A 20-s snapshot of the dynamic thresholds of the dyn-threshold-
byte algorithm with respect to time for different values of κ
size-based algorithms. Despite the difficulty in implement-
ing the optimum method, our proposed method is model-free
and is very easy to implement.
For dyn-threshold-byte algorithm, in order to see the
effects of the choice of the learning parameter κ , we plot-
ted the dynamic thresholds as a function of time for various
values of κ when γ is set to 0.5 in the previous example. As
we see in Fig. 5, for κ = 10, the dynamic threshold changes
slowly despite the abrupt change in the traffic and the algo-
rithm comes short of tracking the thresholds of the optimum
scheme. For κ = 10,000, on the other hand, change in traf-
fic is captured but at the expense of large-scale fluctuations
in the dynamic threshold. We also provide Table 3 which
presents the quantities b∗i , β∗i , i = 1, 2 and DB using the
dyn-threshold-byte algorithm as a function of κ . It is clear
that large-scale fluctuations in the dynamic threshold result
in increases in the average byte delay DB. We conclude that
the choice of the learning parameter κ = 1,000 is a reason-
able choice since in this case κ is large enough to track rapid
changes in traffic and κ is small enough to make sure that
fluctuations in the dynamic threshold are reasonably small.
We set κ to 1,000 in the remaining numerical studies of the
current article.
Table 3 The values b∗i and β∗i , i = 1, 2 and DB using the dyn-
threshold-byte algorithm as a function of κ
κ β∗1 β∗2 β DB (µs)
1 224.01 1733.19 1002.88 466.72
10 611.88 1364.66 1000.19 467.86
100 935.17 1063.37 1000.00 467.76
1000 992.61 1007.24 1000.00 469.55
10000 999.25 1000.73 1000.00 478.09
30000 999.73 1000.26 1000.00 484.41
4.2 Real traffic traces
In the previous scenarios driven with synthetic traffic, we
have shown the basic properties of various burst assem-
bly methods. However, it is also crucial to study the delay
performance of the proposed algorithms in case of more
realistic traffic scenarios. In this numerical experiment, we
focused on only byte delays and not packet delays. For this
purpose, we use two different traces taken from a traffic data
repository maintained by the measurement and analysis on
the WIDE Internet (MAWI) working group of the WIDE Pro-
ject [3]. We also scale down the inter-arrival times in these
traces to generate varying incoming bit rates. While the first
trace has a low standard deviation (STD), the latter is quite
bursty. For each traffic trace, we use three different values of
β = 1000, 2000, 3000. The lower and upper burst length lim-
its have been enforced in this experiment, i.e., Bmin = 1 kb
and Bmax = 70 kb. We have studied the performance of the
dyn-threshold-byte algorithm against the timer-min and the
timer-min-max algorithms. The learning parameter κ is set to
1,000 for dyn-threshold-byte and Tmax is set to ∞. We have
not tested the fixed-threshold algorithm in this scenario due
to its highly variable burst rates that may not be desirable.
The first trace was obtained from the WIDE backbone
at Sample Point B on Jan 1, 2006 at 14:00:00 for a trans-
Pacific line with 100 Mbps link speed [3]. The original
trace has a duration of 899.76 s, mean rate = 22.33 Mbps,
and STD = 1.53 M. Feeding the trace to the burst assembly
unit with varying bit rates (by scaling down the inter-arrival
times), we have simulated the performance of various burst
assembly algorithms. The average byte delays for the three
algorithms are given in Fig. 6a–c for three different values of
β. Figure 6d gives a minute-long snapshot of the incoming
bit rate (scaled 14 times) as a function of time. The trace is
pretty smooth similar to a Poisson traffic stream and there-
fore timer-min and timer-min-max performed very similarly
since the probability that the accumulated number of bytes
within a timer expiration period exceeding Bmax was negli-
gibly small for this smooth traffic. The results clearly show
that the proposed dyn-threshold-byte significantly reduces
the average byte delay compared to timer-based algorithms
especially for lower bit rates. The percentage gain in using
our proposed algorithm also increases with β.
We then study the second trace which was obtained again
from the WIDE backbone at Sample Point F on Sat Jan
5, 2008 at 14:00:00 for a trans-Pacific line with 150 Mbps
link speed [3]. The original trace has a duration of 900.29 s,
mean rate = 61.56 Mbps, and STD = 11.67 M. The average
byte delays for the three algorithms are given in Fig. 7a–c
for three different values of β. Figure 7d gives a 2- min-
long snapshot of the incoming bit rate (scaled 7 times) as
a function of time. The trace is not as smooth as the pre-
vious one and is quite bursty. Therefore, when enforcing
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Fig. 6 Average byte delay for the cases a β = 1,000 b β = 2,000 c β = 3,000 using various algorithms for the trace from Sample Point B (2006)
whose 1- min snapshot is given in d
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Fig. 7 Average byte delay for the cases a β = 1,000 b β = 2,000 c β = 3,000 using various algorithms for the trace from Sample Point F (2008)
whose 2- min snapshot is given in d
the upper burst length limit, there were quite a few occa-
sions at which the accumulated number of bytes within a
timer expiration period exceeded Bmax and some packets had
to wait for the next timer expiration epoch when using
timer-min-max. In this case, the timer-min-max performed
very poorly compared to the timer-min algorithm for which
there was no enforcement of Bmax. As expected, this situ-
ation is more evident for relatively lower β. The proposed
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dyn-threshold-byte is shown to significantly reduce the aver-
age byte delay DB compared to both timer-based algorithms
especially for lower bit rates and higher β. We also note that
dyn-threshold-byte not only reduces DB but also properly
enforces the lower and upper burst length limits.
4.3 Loss performance
In the previous numerical studies, we have shown the reduc-
tions in average packet or byte delays in the burst assem-
bly buffer using the proposed dynamic-threshold algorithms
while enforcing lower and upper burst length limits. How-
ever, it is also vital to address the traffic statistics of the bursts
fed into the OBS network and their impact on burst loss per-
formance in the OBS network. Recall that the timer-min or
timer-min-max algorithms produce deterministic burst inter-
arrival times with variable burst lengths whereas the fixed-
threshold algorithm generates bursts that have fixed number
of packets in them but variable inter-burst times. The pro-
posed algorithms in this article produce both variable inter-
burst times and burst lengths. In this section, we address
the question of whether such modified traffic characteristics
have any impact on loss performance in the OBS network.
In order to study the loss performance of the proposed and
existing algorithms in an OBS network, we have chosen the
topology given in Fig. 8 in which n access networks feed IP
packets into a burst assembly buffer located at an OBS edge
router which is connected to OBS core router using four
wavelengths for data (bandwidth of each wavelength is set
to 10 Gbps) and one wavelength for control. Packet arrivals
from each access network is assumed to be Pareto on-off [1]
with Hurst parameter H = 0.8, on-time ton = 5 10−8, off-
time toff = 5 10−9 s with mean bit rate set to 0.8 Gbps. Packet
size distribution is based on Table 1. We set Bmin = 10 kb
and Bmax = 70 kb. The size of the burst header is assumed
to be 125 bytes, the offset time is set to 40µs and simulation
run-time is set to 20 s. When a burst assembly decision is
to be made by the burst assembly unit and if all the wave-
length channels are occupied after the offset time, this par-
ticular burst is assumed to be lost. We are interested in the
probability of loss using various burst assembly methods. In
Fig. 8, we increase the number of access networks (denoted
by n) from 42 to 46 and we have set β to 3,000n. Under
these conditions, we have compared the loss rates of vari-
ous burst assemblers. Although the measured average burst
size is about 35 kb for each assembly algorithm, we have
observed that the dyn-threshold-byte algorithm significantly
reduces the probability of loss in the bufferless core network
as we see in Fig. 9. From this example, we conclude that the
proposed algorithms not only reduce average packet or byte
delays but the traffic they generate do not appear to have any
adverse impact on the loss performance in the OBS network.
Fig. 8 Burst assembly scenario to study the probability of loss




















Fig. 9 Probability of loss as a function of the number of access
networks n
5 Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed two dynamic-threshold based
algorithms that aim at the reduction of average assembly
delays (packet or byte delays) at burst assembly buffers
located at the edge of an OBS network while conforming
to a desired burst rate. Moreover, enforcement of lower and
upper burst length limits is embedded in these algorithms.
The major contribution of this article is the significant reduc-
tion of average assembly delays while keeping the short-
and long-term burst rates close to the desired burst rate by
means of dynamically adjusting the assembly threshold in
case of changing traffic conditions. The benefits of the pro-
posed algorithms are demonstrated with both synthetic traffic
and actual traffic traces. Moreover, the algorithms are model-
free and simple to implement making them viable alternatives
for the design and implementation of burst assembly units in
next-generation OBS systems.
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